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Moral Character Development Paradigms and Practices for Adventist Educators: Phase 1-
Professionals  
2020- AU TLC Conference proposal  
Description: Moral character development haa long been a concern of educators. A recent 
resurgence of scholarship in neuro-biology and cognitive science has further energized this 
interest. How can this research and best practices be integrated into faith based high school and 
college curricular and co-curricular programming? We highlight key trends and resent 
discoveries and discuss promising practices, starting with professional development programs.  
We also offer a new paradigm of “moral health and well-being” that promises to involve the 
head (moral thinking), heart (emotions) and hand (behavior and actions) in this important 
learning process.  
Introduction 
 Moral and character development have long been a focus of theologians (Wright, 2010) 
and educators (Lickona, 1992; Narváez, 2009; Narváez & Bock, 2009; Narváez & Endicott, 
2009; Narváez & Lies, 2009; Nucci, Krettenauer, & Narváez, 2014).  There has been a recent 
resurgence in looking at this important area of development through advances in neurobiology 
and cognitive science (Lapsley & Narváez, 2004; Narváez, 2014; Narváez & Lapsley, 2009).  
There has also been a resurgence of this topic in popular press as it impacts community life and 
well-being (Brooks, 2015; Miller, 2018) and amoung those who teach professionals as a way of 
support virtue development in professional training programs (Watson, 2018), or in leadership 
and business (Crossan, Seijts, & Gandz, 2016; Gibson & Augsburger, 2019). This presentation 
will highlight some of the recent discoveries and some of the stable trends in moral and character 
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development work. It will then present three examples from elementary, secondary, tertiary and 
graduate education on embedding moral growth strategies into curricular and co-curricular areas. 
It will focus especially on “professional character” development and the socialization process 
where adult learners can be “trained” into approaches to professional ethics. We will focus 
especially on leadership and counseling psychology moral development. We end by sharing a 
new metaphor for moral development that we thing can operate within Adventist schools and 
professionals: “moral health” as a way to present development and encourage moral growth. 
Introduction 
 The bible is full of calls for right and righteous living. From the beginning God 
introduces Adam and Eve to the choices they have, and the good or evil that can result. And as 
we know, it is easy to chose poorly. The choice to disobey and the cascading results are not only 
clear in biblical and world history, but also in our own families and lives. But educators have a 
fundamental belief that they can help not only their own development but those of others in 
shaping better choices. 
 This is where moral education comes in. Educators believe they can help individuals 
improve their moral judgment, apply principles of moral decision-making and improve their 
moral well-being. We believe educators can help shape moral character, even at the adult-
learning stage.  
 This presentation will have have these components in a 25 min session: 
1. Importance of moral and character education using current literature and classic 
theologians.   
2. Highlight moral development approaches using Gibbs (2014) analysis of the field 
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3. Reviewing recent work on neurobiology and cognitive science on moral decision-making 
and moral thinking and moral activities of humans (Haidt, 2012; Lapsley & Narváez, 
2004; Narváez, 2014; Narváez & Lapsley, 2009; Nucci et al., 2014).  
4. Practice Example- moral character development in professional development within Ed 
Leadership and Leadership development, with possible inclusion of other fields) 
5. Q and A and discussion. How does character education work in your teaching area? 
  . 
What Take away we want participants to have:  
1. Moral & Character development are crucial, closely linked to ethics and related to 
faith development but also manifest DISTINCT characteristics from these other areas. 
2. There has been a long and systematic development on moral development. 
3. Resent discoveries to show underlying brain functions and cognitive processing that 
goes into the daily moral development process and how character is formed. 
4. Moral health might be a paradignmatic way to view this field or moral development. 
5. There are ways to bring cognitive and emotional and social resources and support 
structures into child, teen, and adult training to improve “moral health” 
6. We illustrate how trainers in two professions—leadership and counseling 
psychology—bring character learning into their professional development processes.  
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